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Covid-2020
2020 started positively with high demand across most practice areas. As we all
know, the world then hurtled to a halt at the end of March. Never before have
we experienced such uncertainty, caution and economic instability in the
Australian and global market. These factors caused the number of vacant legal
positions to crash and led to widespread hiring freezes and negative impacts on
lawyers' pay.
This Report will discuss the impact of COVID on jobs and salaries in 2020, how
the market has responded and our outlook for 2021 (which is positive!).
We hope you find the report useful. As always, if you have any questions about
the content of the report, or would like advice about your employment
situation, please don't hesitate to reach out to
any member of the Beacon Legal team.

Alex Gotch
Director & Qualified Lawyer
Beacon Legal
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In March and through June 2020, with the
exception of a handful of business critical
roles, legal recruitment was put on hold.
Vacancies plummeted and the majority of law
firms froze their June 2020 salary reviews,
with a number of firms implementing an 80%
pay model for lawyers. This remained the
trend until the end of the year.

Covid phase 1 - March through
August 2020
Between March and August 2020
private practice job vacancies
were down as much as 90%
compared to the previous year.
Salaries were either cut back or
frozen by most law firms, with very
few exceptions.

Covid phase 2 - September through December
2020
September through November was a recovery
period in the job market within Australian law
firms. We experienced a significant uptick in
vacancies across all practice areas as momentum
built for a positive and strong finish to 2020, for
both salaries and job opportunities.
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Q1 2021
Sydney

All major cities

The Sydney legal job market has
bounced back to pre-covid vacancy
volumes across all practice areas.

The recovery in Adelaide, Brisbane,
Melbourne and Perth has been
slower than in Sydney, but started to
gain momentum in late 2020.

This 'demand outstripping supply'
market dynamic has been restored
which is great news for jobseeking
lawyers because:
You should have offers from
multiple firms; and
When demand exceeds supply,
salaries tend to increase and
further incentives, such as sign-on
bonuses, are regularly offered by
law firms.

Across these major cities, vacancy
volumes increased from November
2020 and have gradually been
improving since then. Roles have
mainly been focused on litigious
practice areas.
2021 has started brightly in all major
cities and we have experienced a
higher volume of new jobs coming to
market for lawyers than in 2020. We
expect this to continue as positivity
increases, particularly in Melbourne.

Want to understand
how OUTLOOK FOR 2021
SALARY
your firm's competitors are
paying
Many law
firmsbonuses?
introduced an interim salary review for their lawyers, effective
01 January, with increases being on average 3-6%. This has effectively
Get in touch
with
a Beacon
restored
lawyers
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same position they would have been if they were to
Legal
consultant
who
willsalary
be
have
received
a June
2020
increase. This was widespread in the major
happy
toacross
provide
law
firms
allanonymous
major cities in which they operate.
market intel.
The vast majority of law firms have reported that they will review salaries in
mid-2021, even the ones which opted to give their lawyers an interim review.
The majority of Top 20 law firms also awarded bonuses to those lawyers who
were eligible, with most being paid out at the end of 2020. A handful of Top 20
firms opted to not pay out any bonuses in 2020.
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SALARY
TABLES
All figures are in Australian Dollars and are
inclusive of base salary and superannuation.
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Sydney Mid-Tier Firms

Sydney Top-Tier Firms
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Melbourne Mid-Tier Firms

Melbourne Top-Tier Firms
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Brisbane/Perth Mid-Tier Firms

Brisbane/Perth Top-Tier Firms
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If you have any questions about the content of this
Report, please reach out. We're always happy to provide
tailored salary advice based on your unique
circumstances. Get in touch with a member of the Beacon
Legal team.

Alex Gotch
Director & Qualified Lawyer
+61 449 990 768
alex.gotch@beacon-legal.com.au
Aimee Salt
Senior Consultant
+61 452 120 990
Aimee.Salt@beacon-legal.com.au
Bracken Reeves
Senior Consultant
+61 450 399 929
bracken.reeves@beacon-legal.com.au
Jake Hayden-Smith
Senior Consultant
+61 451 194 097
jake.hayden-smith@beacon-legal.com.au
James Andrew
Senior Consultant
+61 433 949 909
james.andrew@beacon-legal.com.au

In-House
Want a copy of our In-House Salary Report? Request it directly from
Matthew Edwards via the contact details below.

Matthew Edwards
Associate Director & Qualified Lawyer
+61 406 809 995
matthew.edwards@beacon-legal.com.au

